World Wide English

Meet inspiring young people in the English-speaking world!
Meet Stephen, a trendy TV host in London. Get to know Aaron and see him do the moonwalk in Northern
Ireland. New York, New York! Much more than Wall Street and the Statue of Liberty. You will meet Bec, a
surfer and freelancer living in Bondi Beach in Australia and a Canadian tree planter who can assure us
that maths is worth learning. And why not find out more about gold digging? Get to know Joanne from
Wales who has been a stunt and double in the Harry Potter films and Catriona, working as a radio reporter
in Edinburgh with a surprising family home.
“One foot forward and move your hips!” Sophie is a circus artist in New Zealand and she shows us how to
hula hoop. Meet Renel from the Bahamas and do you know why so many programmers come from India?
And what does Indian rock sounds like? And there are brave people, like Jeandre in South Africa, who
likes diving with sharks and is involved in volunteer projects.
In these 12 programs you will not only get to know amazing young
people but you will also discover new, fascinating areas of the
world, enjoy beautiful scenery, wild animals and adventure. A wide
range of topics are presented, going from food, music and physical fitness to the environment, immigration/integration and development aid.

Enjoy, compare & discuss.
Is it like that by us? What is similar and what is different? How
do people live? How do people express themselves? What is important in life? Environmental concerns? What do the cities or villages look like? Interests, hobbies, friends and free time activities?
Hopes and plans for the future?
Come along, the world is waiting for you!

Countries represented
in World Wide English:
• England, London		
• Wales, Cardiff			
• Northern Ireland, Belfast
• Scotland, Edinburgh
• USA, Los Angeles 		
• USA, New York
• Canada, Ottawa		
• Bahamas, Nassau		
• India, Mumbai
• South Africa, Cape Town
• Australia, Sydney 		
• New Zealand, Christchurch

Contents:

World Wide English

In World Wide English we visit 12 different English speaking areas around the Globe where English is the official language (or one of several official languages). Our Hosts are twelve young (1726 years old) individuals with a variety of focus in life and exciting interests. The language is an
easy to understand English, still keeping the various accents and language flavors.

Create your own program length

The contents below could be used as separate series or together with the Introduction and Documentary. All in all we provide about 30 minutes material from each country.
•Introduction, 5 minutes
Each program starts with a five-minute narrated introduction of the country and area.
• Documentary, 10 minutes
Following is a ten-minute documentary introduced by a young presenter, our host,
featuring his or her exciting life, friends and / or families in different environments.
		Introduction and documentary could be watched and used as stand-alone parts or
		

together in a 15 minute slot.

• Enjoy!, 5 minutes
A possible stand alone series where each main person is preparing a dish and learn
us about typical food from the area. 5 minute food programs: Enjoy!
• A Story, 1-2 minutes
They all tell a Story! - a short story from life or a joke.
• 23 questions, 7-10 minutes
In 23 Questions our hosts answer the same personal questions. Do they answer the same?
What are their dreams and plans? What are their values in life? Get to know our
presenters even better!
• True or False?, 2-3 minutes
In True or False the viewer has to guess if 10 statements given by our main persons
are correct or not.
• Video Postcards, about 1 minute
In short 1-minute presentations, video Postcards, our main twelve persons send an
appetizer to its prospective audience.

LANGUAGE:
		
All language contents is in English
		
Introduction parts: Language scripted.
		
Documentaries: Language not scripted but controlled, following a detailed outline.
		
Supplementary parts as described above: Spontaneous language.
EXTRA MATERIAL/OPTIONS:
			Subtitles in English
			
Service material / Teacher’s guide; includes texts/dialogues, word lists,
			
three levels of exercises, background information and facts, internet links.
			
Pictures / stills (jpeg) from the films
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Filmed in full HD, on location. Created by Anna Nordqvist.

FACTS

TARGET GROUP:
		
Teenagers and adults. From language level A2-B1.
		
Thanks to its substantial contents, it will also satisfy the needs of more advanced
		
students. They will certainly appreciate discussing the wide range of topics presented.

World Wide English – presenters

World Wide English

Cardiff, Wales - Joanne

Joanne - a vivacious go-getter with a love for life and performing.
Discover the charm of Wales and learn about this small but distinctive country and its fascinating language. Get to know
Jo, a spirited young woman working in TV and Film with an impressive CV, whose determination to fulfil her dreams
despite life’s challenges is an inspiration to us all. Jo, her mum and brother have dwarfism.
Jo introduces us to her mum who runs the family business and is clearly Jo’s main source of inspiration and role model.
As you learn more about Jo you come to understand how her positive outlook has shaped her world.
Her motto is: “If you want something in life to happen, then you can make it happen.”
With an attitude like this there are no limits!

Edinburgh, Scotland - Catriona

Catriona - a modern and self-sufficient young woman working as a radio presenter.
Scotland, not just bag pipes, kilts and Haggis! Learn about Celtic traditions and festivals like the world famous Edinburgh
Fringe, or quirky attractions like the Edinburgh prison dungeons and much more. Did you know Scotland has it’s own
bank notes and it’s own government?
Meet Catriona a young traffic correspondent living and working in Edinburgh and find out what it is that she loves about
her country. Catriona takes us on a journey through the wilds of Scotland to visit her parents in their beautiful and faithfully restored castle outside Aberdeen. Here her family share a simple but traditional Scottish meal and her father quotes
the much loved national poet Robert Burns as a tribute to his country and its heritage. Discover how this modern, independent girl turned insecurity into confidence and see how she lives in a place steeped in history and tradition.

Sydney, Australia - Rebecca

Rebecca - the multi-talented girl from the bush with big dreams and high hopes.
Did you know that some of the world’s most poisonous spiders live in Australia. Meet Bec a true “Aussie”, who loves her
varied and dynamic life. Little wonder as she lives in the surfing Mecca of Bondi beach.
Bec is a successful freelancer with a diverse repertoire of work in media and sports. We will see her surfing, accompany
her to the farm where she grew up, see her perform in a music video and find out her plans to become a writer. Learn
about the Aboriginals, their traditions and what Dream-time is. And what do you know about the bush? Find out how the
simplicity of Bec’s rural upbringing and family forms who she is today and see how daily life in Sydney shapes-up for this
multi-talented individual. Join Bec down under and discover this vast continent that has it all.
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England, London - Stephen

World Wide English

Stephen - a fun loving TV host who leads a hectic life in the world of media.
Find out more about London, not only the capital of England and the United Kingdom but one of the most vibrant and
diverse cities in the world. Let Stephen, a trendy young TV host with family roots in the Caribbean, show us how the
rest of the world has impacted life in London.
Follow Stephen through the streets of Camden, home to MTV studios and renowned music venues. Then journey from
north London to the fashionable Brick Lane in the east end with itts fusion of different cultures from Jewish bagel shops
to Bangladeshi restaurants. It’s this mix that creates the distinctive and colourful city that Stephen knows and loves.
Crossing south over the river Thames we are invited into Stephen’s serene family home in Croydon. Here he finds an
oasis of calm in his hectic world of media. Yet, Stephen is so passionate about his work that he’s even prepared to work
all through the night at times.
He wouldn’t have it any other way!

Belfast, Northern Ireland - Aaron

Aaron - a dedicated up-and-coming comedian with a winning smile.
Visit Northern Ireland home of the Titanic, world famous band Snow Patrol and author of the Narnia books. In Belfast we
get to know Aaron an energetic and ambitious young stand-up comedian. Aaron shows us his Northern Ireland and how
he views Belfast, despite it’s history of violence and civil unrest, as a place of opportunity and hope.
This spirited young man’s optimistic and playful take on life is a good balance to his self discipline and strong work ethic.
Meet his biggest fans. His family! And watch him perform. With a supportive following and a million dollar charm the
sky’s the limit!

New Zealand, Christchurch - Sophie

Sophie - the light-hearted circus performer with a passion for making people laugh.
Be amazed by New Zealand, land of the kiwi, and its breathtaking scenery. Did you know that the popular film Lord of
the Rings was shot here? Learn more about the Maoris. In Christchurch you are introduced to Sophie a circus performer,
prop maker and all round creative type who believes in the healing nature of laughter.
Our host, originally from Australia, is an entrepreneur as she has set up a theatre company with friends. Sophie shows
us how she and her circus troupe work with young people sharing their knowledge of clowning and circus skills including
the not so easy art of hula hooping. Learn some local history as together we explore hidden tunnels leading to underground Army bunkers.
As we get to know Sophie we find out about what she values most in life; to share her skills, to keep things interesting
and in balance and to enjoy herself. By spending time in the amazing natural landscape around her Sophie has the
space to reflect on her life. Discover how this young woman does everything to live up to her motto: “Live life as if today
was your last”.
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Ottawa, Canada - Peter

World Wide English

Peter - the offbeat Economics student with a love of the outdoors.
Learning maths can be useful, especially when you plant trees in British Colombia! Meet Peter from Ottawa who studies
Economics. But this is no ordinary Economics student. He’s a unicycling, salsa dancing, tree planting, kayaking, gold
digging sort of guy.
There is in fact, not much that is conventional about this remarkably well-rounded young man except perhaps his hair
cut. Marvel at Peter’s dedication to conservation and his spirit of adventure. Canada’s natural resources are wild and
plentiful and who better to take us exploring than Peter.

Cape Town, South Africa - Jeandre

Jeandre - a conscientious film maker with a mission to help others.
Even those of us who know little about South Africa think of former president Nelson Mandela and his fight against racism. This vast and scenic country not only boasts national parks but three capital cities, eleven official languages and
the worlds biggest cycle race. And have you heard of Kwaito, South Africa’s answer to Rap?
We are introduced to Jeandre a thoughtful young film maker on one of South Africa’s Game reserves, whose concern
for the natural habitat he has grown up in is reflected in the work he does in film. Jeandre believes that fear and lack of
knowledge pose the biggest threat to the natural world and his mission is to raise awareness of issues from conservation to poverty.
With strong role models in both his parents Jeandre believes that he can help to make the lives of others better. But,
“work hard, play hard”. The adrenalin rush of extreme sports is the perfect antidote to hard work and Jeandre has his
favourite spots to do just this. From scuba diving with sharks to cliff bombing and bungee jumping, he does them all.
When you see life as a gift you can live life to the full with no regrets.

India, Mumbai - Rahul

Rahul - the open minded Rock musician and software engineering student.
What comes to mind when you think of India? Is it spicy food, Cricket or perhaps Bollywood? Maybe you think of the
famous political leader Ghandi, yoga or temples. But what about Heavy Metal India style?
Meet Rahul an optimistic computer programmer who loves to Rock. Learn how this bright young singer-songwriter
composes his own lyrics in a language which, for him, is entirely self-taught. Accompany Rahul to band practise and
experience Indian Rock. Journey with our host through the bustling streets of Mumbai to his home where we meet his
extended family. Can you imagine sharing daily life with fourteen other people?
Learn more about Indian culture and religious traditions. Rahul is passionate that more people should adopt an open
minded attitude to religion and takes us to both Sikh and Hindu temples. Alongside his appreciation of India’s cultural
heritage our host reflects on the changes both in his city’s skyline and in shifting cultural values. But, Rahul views his
country as far from underdeveloped and is proud of its achievements. With faith like this the future is surely bright!
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Los Angeles, West Coast USA - Robert

World Wide English

Robert - a warmhearted and ambitious Drama student with high hopes.
How many of us dream of seeing our name in lights? Meet Robert an aspiring young film actor from California. Learn
how Robert’s diverse early education at an Arts High-school has led him to follow this path to celebrity. And L.A. is just
the place!
Robert’s lust for life and learning and his warm hearted and open nature allows him to enjoy life to the full at one of
America’s finest Universities. Join us as we take a glimpse at campus life and see how Robert spends his free time. As
part of a large extended family Robert is a good communicator, which has earned him the confidence not only to perform
but to aim high.
Next stop Hollywood!

Nassau, Bahamas - Renel

Renel - the sporty and optimistic Bahamian planning her gap year.
Take it easy with Renel, an outgoing young Bahamian woman living in the capital Nassau. Find her in the sun playing
sports and singing with her friends and family. Renel is a regular on the basketball court and trains daily as she enjoys
setting goals for herself.
One of her favourite pastimes is Martial Arts which she explains teaches self discipline and both mental and physical
awareness. Tourism dominates the islands economy and employs a staggering percentage of the population including Renels brother. It’s little wonder then that Renel aims to work in one of the island’s biggest resorts in her gap year.
Renels hopes to continue her education but as opportunities on the Island are limited she plans to move away to do so.
But, it’s not all work and studies. So let’s explore island life with our generous host and see the delights of street festivals
such as the colourful Junkanoo and those lovely white beaches.

New York, East Coast USA - Renada

Renada - an independent city girl and entrepreneur with a passion for Hip Hop.
“You can take the girl out of the city but you can’t take the city out of the girl”.
Say ‘hello’ to Renada, the confident New Yorker who loves her city. Find out why as she takes us on an unforgettable
tour of this diverse and vibrant metropolis. New York features in so many well known Films and TV series that you are
sure to know some of the more famous landmarks, such as the Statue of Liberty. See how many you recognise.
From up-town to down-town and back again, Renada shows us what living in New York means to her and why she
chooses to live in the middle of it all in Manhattan. There are lots of things Renada loves about New York but most of
all has to be her work. Go to work with Renada and discover how her job as a radio journalist and interviewer fuels her
passion for Hip Hop music and culture. Learn more about a culture that is based on an ethos of peace, unity and love.
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PHONE:

Tellus Vision Production AB Bankgatan 15 A, 223 52 Lund, Sweden
+46 70 52 01 363 E-MAIL: anna@tellusvision.com WEBSITE: www.tellusvision.com

ENJOY!

- A delicacy from Tellus Vision

Each programme is 5 minutes.
12 programmes x 5 minutes. Total duration 60
minutes.
Target group: Teenagers and adults.
Additional material:
Subtitled versions, in English.
Service material including stills, transcripts,
recipes and method.

Enjoy is a new savoury series of cooking programmes from
12 English speaking areas worldwide. Follow young people in
their kitchens where they make their favourite dish and tell us
about typical food from the area.

Stephen, England:
Fish and chips

Aaron, Northern Ireland:
Irish stew

Jeandre, South Africa:
Bunny chow

Robert, Los Angeles:
Peanut butter sandwich
with a smoothie

Sophie, New Zealand:
Hokey pokey

Renel, the Bahamas:
Fire engine

Catriona, Scotland:
Steak sandwich

Rahul, India: Bhel

PHONE:

Peter, Canada:
Bannocks

Renada, New York:
Tuna salad

Rebecca, Australia:
Lamingtons

Joanne, Wales:
Welsh cakes

Tellus Vision Production AB Bankgatan 15 A, 223 52 Lund, Sweden
+46 70 52 01 363 E-MAIL: anna@tellusvision.com WEBSITE: www.tellusvision.com
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